BETWEEN THE EYES

As recorded by Ratt
(from the 1985 Album "Invasion Of Your Privacy")

Transcribed by SheriffOniBob

Words by Stephen Pearcy
Music by Warren DeMartini
Arranged by Ratt

A Intro

Moderate Rock  \( \text{\textbf{j}} = 100 \)

B5/A    B5    B5/A    B5    B5/A

\( \text{T} \)

\( \begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{A} & \\
\text{B} & 0 & 2 & 2 & 2 & 2 & 2 & 0 & 2 & 2 & 2 & 2 & 2 & 0
\end{array} \)

\( \text{Gtrs I, II} \)

B Verse 1

B5    A5/B    B5    B5/AA5    G5    F5/G

\( \text{T} \)

\( \begin{array}{cccccccc}
\text{A} & \\
\text{B} & 2 & 2 & 2 & 2 & 2 & 2 & 0 & 2 & 2 & 2 & 2 & 2 & 0
\end{array} \)
Verse 3

E  B5   A5/B   B5   B5/AA5   G5   F5/G

B5/A   B5   A5/B   B5   B5/AA5
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